ABSTRACT. In this paper on the weighted pointwise ergodic theorem we bring together a substantial amount of previous work by a number of mathematicians and integrate it into a systematic consistent scheme; we also bring some original contributions to the subject which extend its boundaries and suggest further avenues of research. The paper is divided into six sections. The most significant new results are contained in § §5 and 6.
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Introduction.
We denote by N the set of all nonnegative integers and by Z the set of all integers.
Throughout this paper (U, A, p) is a probability space; for the sake of simplicity we assume that Q = [0,1) (modi) endowed with the cr-field of Borel sets and Lebesgue measure.
Let C be the group of automorphisms of (fi, A,p);T E C if T: Q -+ fi isabijection which is bimeasurable and preserves p. In what follows we shall single out various classes of automorphisms such as the ergodic automorphisms, the automorphisms with discrete spectrum, the automorphisms with Lebesgue spectrum and the Kautomorphisms (see [38] ).
Let T E C and let 1 < p < oo; T induces an operator Ut in Lp(ü) = LP(Q, A, p) via /-/»T for/eP(il).
For p = 2, the induced operator Ut is a unitary operator; we shall often make use of its spectral resolution.
Now let T be a continuous linear operator on LP(U) for some 1 < p < oo. Let a = (ttn) be a sequence of complex numbers. By a slight abuse of language, in the case when S E C, we say that a = (an) is a good weight for S in Ll, or simply that a is a good weight for S if a is a good weight in L1 for the operator Us induced by S. DEFINITION 1.2. We say that the Maximal Inequality holds in Lp for (T,a) if, We recall that T: Ll(U) -> Ll(ü) is called a Dunford-Schwartz operator if T is a contraction both for the L1 and the L°° norm; then T|Lp(fi) is also a contraction for the Lp norm, 1 < p < oo. We have (see [17] ; see also [28] ) PROPOSITION 1.3. Let T be a Dunford-Schwartz operator, let a = (an) be a bounded sequence of complex numbers and let 1 < p < oo. Then:
(1) the Maximal Inequality holds in Lp for (T,a); (2) the set E of all f E LP(Q) for which 1 lim -> a-tT3 ¡(u) exists a-a.e.
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is a closed vector space in LP(Q) and the linear operator P: E -> LP(Q) defined by ¿,s bounded.
REMARK. Statement (2) in the previous proposition is nothing else than Banach's principle (see [17 or 26] ) formulated in our context. THEOREM 1.4 [2] . Let a = (an) be a bounded complex sequence. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) The sequence a is a good weight in Ll for every (operator induced by some)
ergodic S E C.
(ii) The sequence a is a good weight in L1 for every (operator induced by some) S EC.
(iii) The sequence a is a good weight in Ll for every Dunford-Schwartz operator. that is, the existence of either limit implies the existence of the other, with the equality above.
For this reason, we shall deal mostly with the Weighted Pointwise Ergodic Theorem.
Since we shall repeatedly use the "subsequence argument" in what follows, we recall this here. and the last term tends to zero.
Preliminaries on sequences having a correlation.
In what follows we denote by C the set of all complex numbers and by C i the unit circle Ci = {2eC||2| = 1}.
Usually a sequence of complex numbers is denoted by a = (ak); when we want to emphasize that we are dealing with a function on N, we write / = (f(k)). Let a = (ak) be a complex sequence. For 1 < p < oo define ||a||p by and let l(p) = {aj ||a||p < oo}; then l(p) is a vector space and \\ ■ \\p is a seminorm on it. We also define /(oo) as the space of all bounded complex sequences and Halloo = supfe |afc| for a E /(oo). We now consider the space S of complex sequences a = (ak) such that exists for each integer k E N. This space was introduced by N. Wiener in [39, Chapter IV]. It is clear that S E 1(2).
REMARK. A sequence a E S does not necessarily have a mean. The following is an example:
Let a = (ak) = (e27ril°g('i:+1)). it is known that the sequence (log(n + 1)) is not uniformly distributed mod 1 and, in fact, it is shown in [30, Example 2.4, pp. [8] [9] that the averages . n -1 _ y^e27Tllog(fc+l) n ¿-*1 fe=0 do not have a limit when n -» oo. On the other hand, it is easily checked that 7a(fc) exists for all k E N. In fact, for fixed fc, 7a(fc) = lim l-J2 dj+kâj = lim 1TJ2 e2-log(0+fc+l)/(i+D)
lim-i Ve2"*1«**1 n n f 3
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Thus a E S and 7a(fc) = 1 for each fc E N +fc/(j+i)) n n License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
For a E S, the sequence 7a is called the correlation of a. It can be extended to the negative integers by setting 7a(-fc) = l&(k)-It is well known that 7a is positive definite on Z and thus by the Herglotz-Bochner theorem we have the representation 7a(n)= / zndXa(z), nEZ,
Jet
where the positive Borel measure Aa is uniquely determined by a; the measure Aa is called the spectral measure corresponding to the sequence a. If v is a bounded (complex-valued) Borel measure on Ci, we recall that the Fourier transform v is given by ¿(fc) = f zk du(z) for fc E Z.
In particular, for a E S, 7a = Aa.
The notions of correlation and spectral measure may be generalized as follows (see [7] ):
Let a = (ak) be a bounded complex sequence. Let n = (nr) be an increasing sequence of positive integers such that nr-l -7a,(nr)(fc) = lim-£ Vj+kO-j j=0 exists for each fc E N; we call such a sequence admissible for a. Let Aa .K) be the spectral measure corresponding to the correlation function 7a)("r); then Âa,(nr)(fc) =7a,(nr)(fc)-
We write
A(a) = {Aa>n|n = (nr) an admissible sequence for a}.
We now review some important and useful approximation results (see [15] ). Let a = (ak) be a complex sequence. For each m E N, m > 1, we define the positive Borel measure A™ on Ci by dz.
E E Ci a Borel set.
With this notation we have THEOREM 2.1 [15] . Let aeS. Then the measure A™ converges weakly to Aa as m tends to infinity.
The corresponding version for bounded complex sequences is THEOREM 2.2 [15] . Let a be a bounded complex sequence and let n = (nr) be an admissible sequence for a. Then the measure A™r converges weakly to Aa>n as r tends to infinity. It is exactly seen that p(P, Q) is independent of u and that p(P, Q) = 0 if and only if P and Q are mutually singular (PA. Q).
THEOREM 2.3 [15] . Let (Pn) and (Qn) be two sequences of elements of M(Ci).
Let P E M(Ci) and Q E M(Ci). // the sequences (Pn) and (Qn) converge weakly to P and Q respectively, then lim sup p(Pn,Qn) < p{P,Q)- 
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Specializing Corollary 2.4 still further (take bj = z3 for z E Ci) the authors obtain the classical result of Wiener and Wintner [40] in its full generality; see also Bertrandias [6,  Let T e C and let f e L1(Q).
Then there exists a set Q'j c fi of probability one such that for each u> E fi'/ 1 n-1 lim -2J zJ f(TJuj) exists n 3=0
for all z ECi. Furthermore, ifT is weakly mixing, then the above limit is zero for all z ^ 1.
Since the proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3.15 and Corollary 3.16, we omit it.
For future reference we also state the following lemma whose proof is straightforward. (ii) the set G of all f E Hi for which p¡ = gdX with 0 < g, g bounded, is dense in Hi. 3 . Bounded Besicovitch sequences as good universal weights. Let Mo be the complex vector space spanned by the set {a| for some z ECi, ak = zk for all fc E N}. The elements of Mo are the trigonometric polynomials P = (P(k)), where P(k) = J2a caza (here \za\ = 1 and the sum is finite).
Let b = (bk) be a complex sequence. We say that b has a mean if lim^ ^ J21=o b3 exists.
We begin with the following elementary preliminaries [2] . REMARK. Let a(p) and a be complex sequences such that each a(p) has a mean. Suppose that ||a(p) -a||i -» 0 as p -> oo. Then a has a mean. (ii) the sequence b(n)c(n) has a mean for each n.
Then the sequence be has a mean.
PROOF. It suffices to note that Holder's inequality holds and therefore
We now recall [8, Chapter II] . exists and defines an inner space structure.
In particular, we have \(f,g)\ < \\fW2WgW2 (Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality) for all f,g E B(2).
PROOF.
(1) It suffices to note that the limit in (1) exists for every f E Mo and to use Lemma 3.1.
(2) By a two-step approximation argument; first show, using Lemma 3.1, that the limit defining (/, g) exists whenever / E B(l) (1 /(oo), g E Mo-(3) Again by approximation (using Lemma 3.1). EXAMPLES. We recall several examples of classes of bounded Besicovitch functions:
(1) The trigonometric polynomials. If a > j + L, then {a -p\p E J} is an interval of length L contained in N, and thus contains an e-period; also
This completes the proof. REMARK. The converse implication in Lemma 3.5 is false. The function defined by /(0) = 0, f(n) = 1 for n > 1 does not belong to APß(N); however, the set {f^\a E N} is clearly relatively compact in /(oo). A function / E /(oo) is called almost periodic in the sense of Weyl if the set {f(a'\a E N} is relatively compact in /(oo). We denote by APw(N) the set of all almost periodic functions in the sense of Weyl. It is not hard to check that APvy (N) is an algebra and that both APß(N) and APiy(N) are closed under uniform convergence. By Lemma 3.5 (and the remark following it) we have APß(N)CAP",(N). This is in contrast to the theory of almost periodic functions on Z for which (with similar definitions) APß(Z) = APw(Z); see, for instance, [8, pp. 10-12, or 16, pp. 14-16].
Fréchet [21] gave a beautiful characterization for the functions / E APw/(N) (Frechet calls them asymptotically almost periodic; his definitions and proofs are given for the continuous semigroup R+ = [0, +oo), but they also work in the discrete case N), namely, LEMMA 3.6 [21, 22] . For a function f E /(oo) the following assertions are equivalent:
(ii) / admits a decomposition f -p + uj, where p E APß(N) and lim"^+00 u>(n) -0 (this decomposition is unique).
A function / E /(oo) is called weakly almost periodic-in the sense of Eberlein (see [24, 18] -if the set W(f) = {f^\a E N} is weakly relatively compact in /(oo) (i.e. W(f) is relatively compact in /(oo) endowed with the weak topology <r(/(oo), (/(oo))')).
We denote by AP",(N) the set of all weakly almost periodic functions. By analogy with Lemma 3.6 Eberlein gave the following characterization for functions / E APW(N):
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use LEMMA 3.7 [19] . For a function f E /(oo) the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) / E APW(N);
(ii) / admits a decomposition f = p + u>, where p E APß(N) and
(this decomposition is unique).
From Lemma 3.7 we easily deduce COROLLARY 3.8. The set AP™(N) is an algebra.
It is also clear that APß(N)CAPw(N)CAPw(N).
We now recall the mean properties of almost periodic functions:
LEMMA 3.9. Let T: /(oo) -► /(oo) be the shift operator Tg = g^; T is a contraction in /(oo). Let f E AP1X)(N). Then:
(1) c(W(f)) = the closed convex hull of {Tkf\k E N} in the weak topology
exists uniformly in fc and is a constant called the mean of f. It is now easy to check that / extends /, that if a > 0 is an e-period for /, then a and -a are e-periods for /. It follows that / E APß(P).
A different approach to Fundamental Theorem (II) inspired by Fejér summability was given by Bochner.
(Note that Fundamental Theorem (I) is an immediate consequence of Fundamental Theorem (II).)
In the case of a continuous purely periodic function of period ß on the real line, the Fejér trigonometric polynomials are given by the "convolution product" of / with the Fejér kernel an(x) = Mt[f(x + t)Kn(ßt)}, where "the kernel" Kn(ßt) is defined by the equation
This kernel has two important properties: (1) it is nonnegative; (2) its mean value is equal to 1.
In the theory of almost periodic functions, this simple kernel is replaced by the Bochner-Fejér kernel (which is, in fact, a finite product of Fejér kernels):
where ßi,ß2, ■ ■ ■ ,ßp are real linearly independent numbers and m, n2,...,np are positive integers. This kernel inherits the basic properties of the Fejér kernel: (1) it is nonnegative; (2) its mean value is equal to 1 (the constant term being 1 on account of the linear independence of the /3's). Using the matrix notation PROOF. For the proof of (l)(a) and (b) see [8, pp. 107-109] .
(l)(c) follows immediately from the definition of o~B and the basic properties of the Bochner-Fejér kernel (it is nonnegative and its mean value is equal to 1).
(2) is an immediate consequence of (l)(b) and (c). Combining Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.11 and Fundamental Theorem II, we get LEMMA 3.12. We have APß(N) c AP^ÍN) c AP",(N) c B(2) n /(oo) = B(l) n /(oo).
We need one more observation which we state in the form of a lemma:
LEMMA 3.13. For a sequence f = (f(j)) belonging to S f) /(oo) the following assertions are equivalent: (i) The spectral measure o~f corresponding to f is discrete.
(ii) The correlation of f, 7/, is almost periodic in the sense of Bohr, i.e. 7/ E APb(N). 7/(fc) -E"=i ¿nzk, then £~ x \An\ = £^1 An < oo and lf(k) = EZi Anzk uniformly in fc.
By the uniqueness in the Herglotz-Bochner theorem we conclude that 00 Of = 2ZAn£Zn,
71=1
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i.e. the spectral measure Of is discrete. This concludes the proof. Finally we review the following important theorem due to Wiener and Wintner.
THEOREM 3.14 [41] . A sequence f = (f(j)) belonging to Snl(oo) is bounded Besicovitch (1) and (3). We divide the proof into two steps.
(I) If p is a trigonometric polynomial p(k) = £QcQz£, then a direct calculation shows that the correlation of p, 7P, is again a trigonometric polynomial
In particular, the spectral measure ap corresponding to p is discrete and is given by °~v -J2a \ca\2£za; that is, (Tp({z}) = |rp(2)|2 for all z E Ci (where, of course, It follows easily that
n n uniformly in fc. Thus 7/ being a uniform limit of trigonometric polynomials is almost periodic in the sense of Bohr, i.e. 7/ E APß(N). By Lemma 3.13 condition (1) is satisfied. Since the identity (*) above holds for each pn and since the passage to the limit is legitimate, condition (3) is also satisfied. Assume now that / E Sn /(oo) satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3) (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.14, but fails to satisfy condition (3). THEOREM 3.15. Let D be the set of all a E S n /(oo) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The spectral measure a& corresponding to a is discrete.
(2) The amplitude limn ^ YllZo a{z3 exists for all z E Ci.
Then every a E V is a good universal weight. In fact more is true. Let T E C ergodic. For each f E L1(Q) there exists a set Í1/CÍÍ of probability one such that n-1 lim for any a E V and any u> G fi/. for all aE D, in particular for all bounded Besicovitch sequences.
PROOF. Use "decomposition into ergodic parts".
REMARKS. (1)
The main theorem in [10] is a special case of Theorem 3.15: the case when T is weakly mixing and a an arbitrary p-sequence.
Indeed it was recently shown by Losert in [31] that every p-function is a bounded Besicovitch function and that the inclusion is strict; Losert [31] also obtains an intrinsic characterization of p-functions in terms of the Fourier transforms of real signed measures on Ci, analogous to that of Riemann integrable functions in terms of continuous functions.
(2) Theorem 3.15 and Corollary 3.16 also generalize Theorem 6 in [36] : the class of bounded Besicovitch sequences B(2) nZ(oo) is replaced by the larger class D, and the set fi/ of full measure depends only on / but not on the particular sequence aeP. ( 3) The pioneering work on the Pointwise Ergodic Theorem along subsequences (weights) was done by Brunei and Keane [13] . It turns out that the class of uniform sequences introduced by Brunei and Keane is contained in the class of bounded Besicovitch sequences (it is, in fact, already contained in the class of p-sequences, as is shown in [10] ). We sketch the proof below.
We recall the definition of a strictly L-stable (stable in the sense of Lyapunov) system given in [13] .
Let X be a compact metric space, and </>: X -> X a homeomorphism of X. DEFINITION 3.17. We say that the system (X, <f>) is strictly L-stable if: (i) The set {4>n\n E Z} is uniformly equicontinuous, and (ii) X possesses a dense orbit, that is, there is an x E X such that {<pnx\n E Z} is dense in X.
We have LEMMA 3.18 (SEE [33 OR 36] ). Let (X,<h) be a strictly L-stable system.
Then (X,<j>) is strictly ergodic, that is, there exists a unique 4>-invariant (and thus ergodic) probability on the a-field X of Borel subsets of X, which we denote by v and each nonempty open set has positive u-measure. In particular for every f E C(X) and x E X, limi¿/(0fcx)= f fdv.
Throughout the remainder of this section we shall deal with a strictly L-stable system and we shall write (X, X,v,<j>) instead of (X, <j>). THEOREM 3.19. Let (X, X,v,<j>) be a strictly L-stable system. Then we have:
(1) For any f E C(X) and any x E X, the sequence u given by u = (/(</>"(a;))) is almost periodic in the sense of Bohr, i.e. belongs to APß(N).
(2) For each g E L°°(X, X, v) there exists a set X' C X of u-probability one such that for each x E X' the sequence v given byv = (g(4>n(x))) is bounded Besicovitch.
PROOF. (1) By our assumption, the set of functions {fo(j>n\n E Z} is uniformly bounded and uniformly equicontinuous, and thus by Arzela's theorem it is relatively compact for the topology of uniform convergence on X. It follows that for any fixed x E X the sequence u = (f(<j>n(x)))"ez belongs to APw(Z) = APß(Z) and hence its restriction to N, u belongs to APß(N). Uv-u(p)|U= / |fl-/p|*'->0
and that each u(p) is almost periodic in the sense of Bohr. This concludes the proof. We recall that a bounded function / : X -> P is said to be Riemann integrable with respect to v if the set D -{x E X\f is discontinuous at x} has i/-measure zero.
The We recall the definition of the Bohr compactification of Z going back to the fundamental work of Anzai and Kakutani (see [1] ). Let (Ci)d be the unit circle group with the discrete topology. Then bZ, the Bohr compactification of Z, is the dual of (Ci)d; bZ is a compact abelian group and Z c bZ is dense in 6Z. Further every / E APß(Z) = AP>y(Z) has a (unique) continuous extension to 6Z; in other words, the almost periodic functions on Z are precisely the restrictions to Z of the continuous functions on bZ.
We recall also that a topological group G is called monothetic if there is u E G such that the cyclic group generated by u, {un\n E Z}, is dense in G. A monothetic group is clearly abelian. It is well known that every compact monothetic group is the continuous homomorphic image of bZ, i.e., is isomorphic to a quotient group of 6Z.
REMARKS. (1) It is known (see [27] ) that any strictly L-stable system (X,<f>)
is "isomorphic" in the sense of Ergodic Theory [38] with a system (Y,ip), where F is a compact metrizable monothetic group and ip is translation by an element u E Y generating a dense cyclic group (under this isomorphism the measure v gets mapped onto Haar measure measure on Y).
(2) The correspondence between APß(Z) and C(bZ) referred to above can be extended to a bijection between B(p) and Lp(bZ) (1 < p < oo) which preserves the p-norm, the algebraic (addition, multiplication, translation) and order structures (B(p) denotes, of course, the quotient space of B(p) by the space of all / with ||/||p = 0). Using this correspondence one may show that in a certain sense a converse to Theorem 3.19(2) also holds, namely: If v = (vn) is bounded Besicovitch, there exist a compact metrizable monothetic group Y, f E L°°(Y), u E G generating a dense cyclic group such that vn = f(Tnu) (here, of course, Ty = uy) and u is generic for the T-invariant algebra 21 generated by / and the continuous functions on Y (i.e., ^ Sfc=o 9^Pku) ~* J 9 d-vi for ¡7 €E 21; f -Haar measure). We omit the proof. For further details one may consult [20] .
(3) Concerning Corollary 3.21, the special case when h = 1a, A E X a Jordan set with respect to v (that is the boundary dA of A has ¡^-measure zero), leads to the weights a = (lA(<t>n(y))) associated with the so-called "uniform sequences" of Brunei and Keane [13] .
We recall that an ergodic automorphism T E C has discrete spectrum if L2(fi)
has an orthonormal basis consisting of eigenfunctions of Ut-
We conclude this section with the following result. (the orthogonal projection onto V defines an L°°-contraction). Suppose, by contradiction, that T does not have discrete spectrum. Then W fl L°°(fi) ^ 0. Let / E W n L°°(fi) and let fi^ be the set of full measure consisting of all o> E fi for which the sequence a = (f(Tkto)) has a correlation given by the spectral measure of Ut, via
This means that the spectral measure aa corresponding to a is continuous and thus, by Theorem 3.14 above, the bounded sequence a -(f(Tku)) cannot be Besicovitch. Since this holds for each u) E fi^, we have reached the desired contradiction and the proof is complete.
Sequences having a mean, as weights.
To simplify matters we make precise some notation which will be used throughout the rest of the paper:
NOTATION, dz will always denote Lebesgue measure on Ci.
If T E C, we denote by Ut the associated unitary operator and by E(-) the corresponding spectral measure; for / E L2(fi) we shall often write ///(•) = (E(-)f,f).
We begin with the following elementary result. L 'W dp(uj) = V ajâk f f(T3oj)f(TkLj) dp(u) and therefore
The routine "subsequence argument" (see Proposition 1.9) now applies and completes the proof.
We recall that an automorphism T E C is said to have countable Lebesgue spectrum, or simply Lebesgue spectrum if there is a sequence {/jI/gn of elements of L2(fi) such that /o = 1 and {fo}U{U?fj\j>l, riEZ} is an orthonornal basis of L2(fi). (It is known (see [38] ) that every Kolmogorov automorphism has countable Lebesgue spectrum; in particular, every Bernoulli shift has countable Lebesgue spectrum.) COROLLARY 4.3. Let a = (an) be a bounded complex sequence having a mean. Then a = (on) is a good weight (relative to the Weighted Pointwise Ergodic Theorem) for any T E C having Lebesgue spectrum.
PROOF. UT E C has Lebesgue spectrum, note that Hi is precisely the orthogonal complement in L2(fi) of the constant functions and that, in turn, L2(fi) is dense in L:(fi) (use Proposition 1.3).
REMARK. Compare Corollary 4.3 above with Theorem 2 in [14].
We now turn to a class of sequences introduced by J. Reich [34] . Let J be a Borel set contained in Ci\{l}. The following result is essentially due to J. Reich [34] . and the routine "subsequence argument" (see Proposition 1.9) completes the proof. Again let a = (an) be a bounded complex sequence. Denote by J(a) the collection of all Borel sets J c Ci\{l} on which a satisfies a "uniform order condition". The following definition is a slight generalization of that given by Reich in [34] . DEFINITION 4.6. We say that a bounded complex sequence a = (an) "saturates" if there exists a sequence ( J"(a)) of Borel sets in J(a) such that
is at most countable. except for countably many z E Ci. Then a = (an) saturates.
(2) Let a = (an) be any bounded complex sequence. Then from Lemma 4.1 (and Proposition 1.9) we deduce that the amplitude exists,
for almost every z E Ci with respect to dz.
(3) Assume that the bounded complex sequence a = (an) saturates. Then, as is easily seen, the amplitude exists,
for every z E \}n Jn(a), i.e. for all except countably many z E Ci.
The following is a slight generalization of a result in [34] . Let T E C and let W = {/ E L2(fi)|n/ is continuous). Then for each f E W,
a.e. So(x) = 0. We now recall the following interesting result obtained by Blum and Cogburn [9] .
Theorem 4.10 (Blum and Cogburn). Assume thatY0 > 0, E(Y0) < +oo and that Yq is an £(l)-lattice variable (that is, E(eiaY°) jí 1 for all 0 < a < 2ir).
Then for each 0 < £ < 1 there is a set C£ E X with P(C£) = 1 such that for x E C£
For a proof see [9] .
Under the assumption of Theorem 4.10 we also have, by the Strong Law of Large Numbers, for P-almost every x E X; thus the integer sequence (Sk(x)) has density d = l/E(Yo) > 0 for P-almost every x E X. It follows that there is a set C E X with P(C) -1 such that, for each x EC, the weight associated with the integer sequence (Sk(x)) (as in Proposition 1.7) satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 4.9 and hence is a good universal weight; this result is due to Blum and Reich (see [11] ).
REMARKS. Note that if the weight a = (an) is ergodic, then the Mean Ergodic Theorem holds for a = (an): the limit and equality in relation (*) (Corollary 4.9) holds in the L'-mean with d -1 for every T E C ergodic and / E LJ(fi).
(2) Carrying over to weights the terminology used by Blum and Reich in [11] for subsequences of positive integers, we call a bounded complex sequence a = (an) strictly ergodic if it is ergodic and it is a good universal weight. With this terminology, Corollary 4.9 is a slight generalization of the main theorem in [11] ; it says that if a bounded weight a = (an) is ergodic and saturates, then it is strictly ergodic.
Sequences
having a correlation, as weights. We begin with the following result. THEOREM 5.1. Let a = (un) be a bounded complex sequences having a mean and a correlation, and let Aa be its spectral measure. Consider the following assertions:
(i) There is a sequence (Bp) of Borel subsets o/Ci\{l} such that (1) and for each fixed p,
(ii) There is a sequence of positive integers (Nk), dense in N, such that
< +oo for Aa-a.e. z E Ci\{l}.
(iii) The sequence a is a good universal weight. Then we have (i)=>(ii)=>(iii).
PROOF. (i)=>(ii)
. It suffices to take Nk = k2 and to note that for each fixed p, (ii)=>(iii). By Theorem 1.4 it suffices to consider T E C ergodic. Let H be the orthogonal complement of the constants in L2(fi). Since a = (an) has a mean, it suffices to show that for each / E H, and take p large enough, p¡(Bp) can be made as small as we wish. Hence we may assume that f E Hi is such that / = E(B)f with B Borel contained in Bp and Pf = gdXa with 0 < g < p (these functions are dense in Hi). We have / Ja 1 n-1 -£0j/(Tiu;) 3=0 dp(cj) ic.
n-l -£ «r We note that (see also Lemma 2.9) if T E C has countable Lebesgue spectrum, then for each / E L2(fi) with J f dp = 0, the corresponding spectral measure pj
is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure: p¡ -« dz. with f f dp -0. Then there exists a set Í1/CÍ1 of probability one such that for every u> E fi/, the sequence u = (un) given by un = f(Tnu>) has mean zero, has a correlation, and its spectral measure Au = p¡; hence u is a good universal weight. PROOF. Consider f = g -jgdp.
Remarks.
(1) It is known that the class of automorphisms with countable Lebesgue spectrum is strictly larger than that of Kolmogorov automorphisms (see [38, p. 109, and 32] ). There are, in fact, automorphisms with countable Lebesgue spectrum and zero entropy; such automorphisms cannot be Kolmogorov. For specific examples see [32] .
(2) The special case of Theorem 5.4, when T E C is a Kolmogorov automorphism, was obtained, using different methods, by H. Furstenberg, M. Keane, J. P. Thouvenot and B. Weiss (personal communication).
6. Sequences of positive integers of density zero and the Individual Ergodic Theorem.
We now return to the problem of the Individual Ergodic Theorem along subsequences.
We shall be concerned here only with sequences of positive integers having density zero (for sequences of positive integers having nonzero density we know that the Individual Ergodic Theorem may be reduced to a Weighted Pointwisé Ergodic Theorem: Proposition 1.7).
For convenience we write N* = {1,2,3,...} and we consider only strictly increasing sequences of integers from N*. We shall use the notation 1 = (lk), n = (nk), m = (mfc) for such sequences.
We need some more preliminaries. Let T E C, n = (nk) and p E N*. We set i p WM = -£ f(Tnku) for / 6 L^fi). We recall J. P. Conze's important result on the Weak Maximal Inequality.
THEOREM 6.1 [14] . With each sequence n = (n¿) one can associate a minimal constant 0 < C(n) < +00 satisfying the inequality Xp(E00(n,T,f,X)<C(n)\\f\\i for all T E C, f E L^fi), A > 0. Furthermore, C(n) < +00 if and only if there exists T E C ergodic (resp. aperiodic) such that limTpnf(u)) exist a.e. p for each f E L1(Q) (that is, the Individual Ergodic Theorem holds for T along the subsequence n).
We recall now (see [29, 14] ): DEFINITION 6.2. A sequence n = (nk) is called "bad universal" (relative to the Individual Ergodic Theorem) if C(n) = +00; equivalently, if for each T E C ergodic (resp. aperiodic) there exists / E LJ(fi) such that (TPjn/(u;)) fails to converge a.e.
It is known that every lacunary sequence is "bad universal" (see [4] ). Suppose now that we start with a lacunary sequence (nk) and that at each stage we add a block of consecutive integers nk,nk + I,.-.,nk+Ik-How fast may the lks be allowed to grow, so that the resulting sequence is still "bad universal"? This is the question that we shall study next, using an elaboration of the methods in [4] . DEFINITION 6.3. Let n = (nk) and 1 = (Ik) be strictly increasing sequences of integers from N* such that Ik < rik+i -nk for all k E N*. Then the "block sequence" m generated by n and 1 is defined to be the sequence ni,ni + 1,... ,ni + /1,... ,nk,nk + 1,... ,nk +h,-
We refer to Ck = {nk,nk + I,.. ■ ,nk + lk} as the fcth block of m.
We now come to the main results of this section. To simplify matters we divide the proof into several lemmas.
In what follows, m will usually denote the "block sequence" generated by n = (nk) and 1 = (Ik)-Let p E N* be given. Then starting with any ko E N*, fco > 1, define B i = {nk,rik + l,...,nk + lk\l < fc < fco} and then define the following successive "composite blocks" (fco < fci < fc2 < • • • < fcp): Bo = {nk,nk + l,...,nfc +/fc|fc0 < fc < fci}, Pi = {nfc, nfc + 1,..., nfc + /fc|fci < fc < fc2}, Pp-i = {nk,nk + l,...,nfc + /fc|fcp_i < fc < fcp} by induction, as follows:
We define fci to be the minimal integer > ko for which |Po| < |P-i|-Assuming fci < fc2 < We thus showed that for 0 < j < p -1 (3) \Bj\<3{\B-1\ + \Bo\ + ---+ \Bj-1\). Now (1) follows from (3) by induction. In fact, for j -0 we have trivially |B_i| + |B0| < |B_i|+3|ß_i| =4|B_i|.
Assuming now that inequality (1) holds for j, we derive it for j + 1:
Thus (1) is proved. As (2) is an immediate consequence of (1), the lemma is proved.
LEMMA 6.5. Assume that the sequence (lk) satisfies
Let p E N*. Then we have
kj+i -kj < 2(kj -kj-i) for 1 < j < p -1.
In particular, (V) Afc = 0(nk).
Let 6 > 0 be given. There is then ko large enough that (8) /fc < 6pnk0 for all k < kp.
PROOF. By (7') there is a constant c > 0 and fco large enough that nfc/Afc > c for all fc > fc0. By (ß1) we may also choose fco large enough that /fc/Afc < 6pA~2"c for all fc > fc0.
It follows that, for fc > fco, (9) lk < 6 p-Ak~2Pc <6-pAfc-2P(nfco/Afc°) = ö-p-nkokk~k°-2V.
By ( »') we may also assume that /fc0 +1 > y (fc +x)-k<ko Thus conclusion (6) of Lemma 6.5 applies, and (8) follows from (9) above, completing the proof. Let q E N* and e > 0 be given. Choose 6 < e/p. Now obviously the sequence (/fc) must satisfy one of the (mutually exclusive) assumptions (a), ( »'). Since all the other assumptions in Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 are satisfied, it is clear that we can choose fco large enough that fco ><?, (10) nk+i/nk > p + 1 for all fc > fco, /fc < Spnko for all k <kp. With the notation previously used, define now B'j = {nk\kj <k< kJ + i} for j = 0,... ,p-1.
By the growth condition on (nk) (see (10) ), it is easy to see that for any 0 < /', j" < p-1 and fc > fco, every interval belonging to the set A"fc contains an interval belonging to the set A¿"+1. Hence we may choose (11) aEPf)f)AUl ae(0)-j-)
(that is, a belonging to the interior of the foremost left interval of Anjto). From (10) and (11) we get (12) lka < 6 for all fc < fcp.
Below, for a real number x, we let {x} denote the fractional part of x, that is, the residue of x mod 1.
Define now A = [0,2/p], Tu = w -a (mod 1). Then T~mA = A + ma (mod 1).
For m E Bo, we have m = ns + t with fco < s < fci and 0 < t < ls. Since we have j/p < {nsa} < (j + l)/p and ta < 6 (use (12)), so that j/p < {nsa + ta} < (j + l)/p + 6
(for j = p-l, {n3a + ia} G [1 -1/p, 1) U [0,8)). As before, it follows that for each 0 < j < p -1, Consider the sequence n = (nfc)fcGN. defined by nk = Ukr and note that it satisfies the growth condition (*) of Proposition 6.8, nfc+i/nfc > A >p+ 1.
Note also that the sequence (Ikr)kew satisfies condition (/?') of Proposition 6.8:
lim -y = 0. For a = l/2r we deduce (1 -e)/2r < C(\) ■ 2/p, and, letting e -+ 0, C(v) > p/4r.
It follows from (14) and (15) that p/r -» +oo, as we let r -> +oo, and thus the theorem is proved.
REMARKS. (1) It was U. Krengel [29] who first introduced and proved the existene of "bad universal sequences". Subsequently various other mathematicians obtained the existence of "bad universal sequences" by different methods (see [14, 3, 4] ). It follows from [14] (see Lemma 4, p. 11) that every bad universal sequence n = (nk) must have lower density 0: ld(n) = 0. (2) It was shown in [4] that every lacunary sequence is a bad universal sequence. Thus, in particular, the sequences (2fe), (fc!) are bad universal. But, in fact, more is true; each of the "block sequences" whose fcth block is given by 2fc,2fc + l,...,2fc + fc (fc>l), fc!,fc! + l,...,fc! + fc (fc>2)
is bad universal (each of these sequences is: (a) "ergodic" in the sense of Blum and Reich [11] ; (b) "saturates" in the sense of Reich [34] ; and (c) has density zero). This answered a question raised by Blum and Reich [11] in their Concluding
Remarks. (3) It follows from Theorem 6.9 that there are bad universal "block sequences," whose blocks increase exponentially fast. In particular, for instance, the "block sequence" whose fcth block is given by 3fc,3fc + l,3fc + 2, ...,3fc + 2fc is a bad universal sequence. The above remarks might lead one to believe that every "block sequence" which has density zero is "bad universal". This is false, as was shown in [5] : THEOREM 6.10.
Assume that the "block sequence" m generated by n = (nk) and 1 = (/fc), namely the sequence ni,ni + 1,... ,ni + h,.. -,nk,nk + I, ---,nk + lk, ■ ■ ■, satisfies the growth condition lk > C*nfc_i (for fc > 1) for some constant C* > 0. Then m is a "good universal sequence" relative to the Individual Ergodic Theorem4 and the almost everywhere limit of the averages along this subsequence is precisely the projection operator onto the invariant functions.
For a proof see [5] .
4We say, of course, that m = (m*,) is a "good universal sequence" relative to the Individual Ergodic Theorem if for each T 6 C limpTpim/(a;) exists a.e., for all / G í/1(fí).
